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Economic indicators 

• India accounts for 3% of  the world GDP

• 2.5 % global market cap 

• No of  Companies registered in the country 17 Laks

• Active Companies 12 Laks ( around 66%) 

• Closed around 5 lak companies including 2.26 Lak cos. closed for non filing recently 

• 5000 listed Companies in BSE 

• 2000 NSE – Both put together .58% of  the active Company population . 0.16%

• 2000 Companies are actively traded



Board ratings 

Boards of private-equity portfolio companies are

more effective than those of their public

counterparts.

Indicator PE Public 

Strategic leadership 4.3 3.3

Performance Management 4.8 3.1

Management succession 3.8 4.1

Stakeholders Management 4.8 3.3

Governance ( audit, risk & 

management) 

3.8 4.2

Overall ratings ( scale of  0 to 5) 4.6 3.5



OECD Principle- The risk of  “analysis paralysis”: 

“Requiring directors to be ‘fully-informed’ may be misleading, because it is

not possible for directors to undertake all of the analysis that may be

possible – this may lead to ‘analysis paralysis.’ It is the role of management

to fully analyse information, while the role of the director is to ask

questions and seek second and third opinions where required before

making a decision. For example, the directors of a company with a

chequered history asked so many questions of management on every

decision that was brought to the board that the number of agenda items

quadrupled and the board became dysfunctional.”



What is corporate governance 

• Corporate governance system is the combination of  mechanisms which 
ensure that the management (the agent) runs the firm for the benefit of  one 
or several stakeholders (principals). Such stakeholders may cover 
shareholders, creditors, suppliers, clients, employees and other parties with 
whom the firm conducts its business. 

• Deals with the conflicts of  interests between the providers of  finance and 
the managers; the shareholders and the stakeholders; different types of  
shareholders (mainly the large shareholder and the minority shareholders); 
and the prevention or mitigation of  these conflicts of  interests.



Contnd--

• The whole set of  legal, cultural, and institutional arrangements that 

determine what public corporations can do, who controls them, how that 

control is exercised, and how the risks and return from the activities they 

undertake are allocated.

• The relationship between the shareholders, directors and management of  a 

company, as defined by the corporate charter, bylaws, formal policy and rule 

of  law.



(A)Satyam & Evolution of  Corporate governance

• 16-12-2008 BM approves investment in two Cos- Maytas properties & Infrastructure an unrelated 

business 

• Board had respected corporate personalities

• Market reacted badly and the deal to invest was called off

• Followed by resignation of  directors 

• Revelation by Rajus on the accounting fraud committed and his famous quote - “The gap in the Balance 

Sheet has arisen purely on account of  inflated profits over a period of  last several years (limited only to Satyam stand-

alone, books of  subsidiaries reflecting true performance). What started as a marginal gap between actual operating profit 

and the one reflected in the books of  accounts continued to grow over the years. As the promoters held the small 

percentage of  equity, the concern was that poor performance would result in a takeover, thereby exposing the gap. The 

aborted Maytas acquisition deal was the last attempt to fill fictitious assets with real ones. It was like riding a tiger, not 

knowing how to get off  without eaten.”



1. Satyam Board comprised of 11 directors, of which six were non-executive

directors (five independent directors), four of them were academicians, one

former Cabinet Secretary and one former CEO of a technology company.

2. Raju and Co., were dishing out fabricated accounts to the Board for the last six

years and yet there subsists no evidence of any adverse recording by any of the

directors including the IDs

3. BM to decide Maytas investments were called with 3 days’ notice

4. The investment was of the order of 1.47 Bn $

5. the ownership structure of Maytas (both investee firms were companies

promoted by family members of Ramalinga Raju);

6. the investee companies were engaged in the business of real estate development

that could not, even by extended imagination, be expected to lead to synergistic

benefits;

No record of  any of  the Board members having expressed any reservations 

about the deal or otherwise qualified his opinion thereon.

Palmer says “in exercising their powers, whether general or special, directors

must always bear in mind that they are in a fiduciary position, and must

exercise their powers for the benefit of the company, and for that alone”.

US market watchers reacted , market fell and we in India, reacted.



Evolution of  corp governance 

• Cadbury Report (1992) , the Greenbury Report (1995) , the Hampel Report 
(1998) , the Turnbull Report (1999) , the Higgs Report (2003) , the Smith 
Report (2003) , the Combined Code on Corporate Governance (2008) in UK

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act (2002)in the US.

• CII suggested recommended code of  Voluntary CG

• Kumar Mangalam Birla Committee –year 2000- Clause 49

• Narayana Murthy committee, Naresh Chandra Committee. 



Uday Kotak Committee Regarding 

• Terms of  reference

1. Ensuring independence in spirit of  Independent Directors and their active 
participation in functioning of  the company;

2. Improving safeguards and disclosures pertaining to Related Party Transactions;

3. Issues in accounting and auditing practices by listed companies;

4. Improving effectiveness of  Board Evaluation practices;

5. Addressing issues faced by investors on voting and participation in general meetings;

6. Disclosure and transparency related issues, if  any;



SEBI mandate 
• SEBI was established to 

• (i) protect the interest of  investors in securities,  (ii) promote the development of  the securities market, and  (iii) 

regulate the securities market. 

• Under the Companies act Section 55A of  the ‘56 Act 

• The provisions contained in sections 55 to 58, -----and 207, so far as they relate to issue and transfer of  securities 

and non-payment of  dividend shall,—

(a) in case of  listed public companies; (b) in case of  those public companies which intend to get their securities listed on 

any recognized stock exchange in India, be administered by the Securities and Exchange Board of  India; and (c) 

in any other case, be administered by the Central Government.

• For removal of  doubts, it is hereby declared that all powers relating to all other matters including the matters 

relating to prospectus, statement in lieu of  prospectus, return of  allotment, issue of  shares and redemption of  ir-

redeemable preference shares shall be exercised by the Central Government, (Tribunal) or the Registrar of  

Companies, as the case may be



Observation of  the SC reg SEBI Act 

• “The SEBI Act is pre-eminently a social welfare legislation seeking to protect 

the interests of  common men who are small investors. It is a well-known 

canon of  construction that when the court is called upon to interpret 

provisions of  a social welfare legislation the paramount duty of  the court is 

to adopt such an interpretation as to further the purposes of  law and if  

possible eschew the one which frustrates it” SEBI V/S Ajay Agarwal



• Established principle “The provisions of  a special Act will override the provisions 
of  a general Act.”

• Allahabad Bank v. Canara Bank [2000] 4 SCC 406 is relied upon emphasize that 
special Act like SEBI Act is to prevail over Companies Act, in view of  the fact that 
it is a general Act.

• SC says Sahara case “When we interpret and deal with the provisions like Section 
55A, 60B, 67, 73 etc. of  Companies Act, we have to always bear in mind the various 
provisions of  the SEBI Act, especially Sections 11, 11A, 11B, 11C, 32 etc. because 
as we have already indicated, those provisions shall be in addition to and not in 
derogation of  the provisions of  the Companies Act. “ 



Uday kotak committee 

• Recommendation and rationale:

• Secretarial functions are critical to efficient board functioning. Therefore, it is 

recommended that: Secretarial audit may be made compulsory for all listed 

entities under the SEBI LODR Regulations in line with the provisions of  

Companies Act.

• Secretarial audit may also be extended to all material unlisted Indian 

subsidiaries. This is in line with the theme of  strengthening group oversight 

and improving compliance at a group level.



Amendment 

• Insertion of  a new Regulation 24A

• Every listed entity and its material unlisted subsidiaries incorporated in India 
shall undertake secretarial audit and shall annex with its annual report, a 
secretarial audit report, given by a company secretary in practice, in such 
form as may be prescribed.

• SEBI Circular CIR/CFD/CMD1/27/2019 dated February 08, 2019 

• Listed entity and its unlisted material subsidiaries shall continue to use the 
same Form No. MR-3 as required under Companies Act, 2013 



In addition 

• Listed entities shall additionally, on an annual basis, require a check by the PCS on 
compliance of  all applicable SEBI Regulations and circulars/ guidelines issued 
thereunder. 

• The format for the annual secretarial compliance report suggested 

• It requires a check by the PCS of  the  compliance of  all applicable SEBI 
Regulations and circulars/ guidelines issued thereunder 

• PCS shall submit a report to the listed entity within 60 days of  the end of  the FY 

• To be submitted by the listed entity to the SE

• Applicable from the FY ended 31-03-2019 



Genesis of  this report -

• NSE  - cross checking of  the Secl audit reports 

• Found quality not upto the mark

• NSE website having downloadable material as to the queries raised by the 

exchange & replies 

• Not covered in MR 3

• Some of  the instances found in NSE website 



Price movement 

Resignation of  auditors 

Profileof the appointed director not filed 

Press reports on borrowing , planned investments, default , accidents etc 

Few Court orders published in the press

Resolution process given in the press

Relationship regarding appointments made with the existing promoters

Deviation in the share holding pattern

Not providing e voting facility

Delay in filing Corp Governance report 

Delay in reporting pledge of  shares by the promoters 



Report & Certificate 

• Report means An official or formal statement of  facts or proceedings. Is a 

formal statement usually made after an enquiry, examination or reviews of  

specified matters under report

• Certificate means A written assurance, or official representation, that some 

act has or has not been done, or some event occurred, or some legal 

formality been complied with.



Reports by External professionals

• 24A – Secl Audit  report 

• Regu 32- Report of  the monitoring agency for utilisation of  funds 



Certificates by external professionals under LODR –

Existing law

• Regulation 7 – Certificate by RTA & listed entity reg share transfer facility 

• Regu 32- Funds utilisation certificate 

• Regulation 40(9) – from PCS that all certificates have been issued within thirty days of  the date of  
lodgement for transfer, sub-division, consolidation, renewal, exchange or endorsement of  
calls/allotment monies. 

• Regu 45 ( 3) – Change of  name of  the Company –Conditions 

• (a) a time period of  at least one year has elapsed from the last name change; 

• (b) at least fifty percent. of  the total revenue in the preceding one year period has been accounted for 
by the new activity suggested by the new name; or 

• (c) the amount invested in the new activity/project is atleast fifty percent. of  the assets of  the listed 
entity: 



Certificate - contnd

• Regu 56 – To the debenture trustee for utilisation of  funds during the 
implementation period of  the project for which the funds have been raised.

• a half-yearly certificate regarding maintenance of  hundred percent. asset cover in 
respect of  listed non convertible debt securities, by either a practicing company 
secretary or a practicing chartered accountant 

• Sch V Annual report - a certificate from a company secretary in practice that none 
of  the directors on the board of  the company have been debarred or disqualified 
from being appointed or continuing as directors of  companies by the 
Board/Ministry of  Corporate Affairs or any such statutory authority . Forming 
part of  Corporate governance report 



Certificate - contnd

• Compliance certificate from either the auditors or practicing company 

secretaries regarding compliance of  conditions of  corporate governance 

shall be annexed with the directors’ report. 



Securities Laws

• The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 (“SCRA”), rules made thereunder
and the Regulations, circulars, guidelines issued thereunder by the Securities and
Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”);

An Act to prevent undesirable transactions in securities by regulating the business of dealing therein;
also for providing for certain other matters connected therewith.

• The Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 (“SEBI Act”) and the
Regulations, circulars, guidelines issued thereunder; and

An Act to provide for the establishment of a Board to protect the interests of investors in securities
and to promote the development of, and to regulate, the securities market and for matters connected
therewith



Regulations 

• Securities and Exchange Board of  India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure 
Requirements) Regulations, 2015; 

• SEBI (Issue of  Capital and Disclosure Requirements)Regulations, 2018

• SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of  Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011

• SEBI (Prohibition of  Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015

• SEBI (Share Based Employee Benefits) Regulations, 2014

• SEBI (Buy-Back of  Securities) Regulations, 2018



Is it overlap on MR 3 ? Laws covered for 

reporting –SCRA & SEBI Act & regulations 

· Board constitution and changes made 

therein;

· Sending of  notices and agenda for 

meetings;

· Capturing of  dissenting views of  the 

board member, if  any;

· Presence of  adequate systems and 

processes in the company commensurate 

with the size and operations of  the company 

to monitor and ensure compliance with 

applicable laws, rules, regulations and 

guideline. 

· Reporting on compliance requirements

· Deviations from compliance requirements 

under various SEBI laws;

· Maintenance of  proper records;

· List of  actions taken by SEBI or stock 

exchange for any non-compliance with respect 

to compliance of  SEBI laws either on the 

company, its directors, promoters and material 

subsidiaries;

· Action taken by the listed entity and 

comments  on such actions taken by the PCS 

for the reporting year as well as for the past 

financial years.

Reporting on compliance, observations as well 

as the action taken by the company.

· More in the nature of  an action taken 

report.



Regulated by MCA SEBI

Addressed to the Share holders To the Board 

Part of  the annual report Does not appear so

Till the date of  approval of  the Boards’ 

report 

Within 60 days from the closure of  the FY

Auditor to be appointed by the Board & 

filing with the RoC

No such rule 



LODR

• The Listing Regulations have been divided into 2 parts:-

• a) Substantive Provisions are contained in main body of  Listing Regulations.

• b) Procedural requirements in form of  Schedules.



Features of  LODR – common obligations 

Regulatio

n No.

Nature of  

Compliance

Compliance

6 COMPLIAN

CE

OFFICER

A listed entity shall appoint a qualified Company Secretary as the Compliance Officer.

The Compliance officer so appointed shall be responsible for ensuring conformity with

regulatory compliance, co-ordination and reporting to the Board, ensuring that correct

procedures have been followed that would result in correctness of information filed by

listed entity under the regulations and monitoring email address of grievance redressal

division.

7 SHARE

TRANSFER

AGENT

The listed entity shall appoint a share transfer agent or manage the share

transfer facility in house. Where the facility is managed in house then as and

when the total number of holders exceeds one lakh, then the listed

entity has 2 options:-

Either to register with the Board as Category II Share transfer agent

OR to appoint Registrar to an Issue and Share Transfer Agent registered

with the Board.



9 PRESERVA

TION OF 

DOCUME

NTS.

The listed entity has to bifurcate and categorise policy into 2 types:-

Documents whose preservation shall be permanent in nature

Documents whose preservation shall be of not less than 8 years.

Provided that listed entity may preserve the documents in electronic mode.

24 COMPLIA

NCE 

WITH 

RESPECT 

TO 

UNLISTE

D 

MATERIA

L 

SUBSIDIA

RY

Atleast one Independent Director on Board shall be a Director on Board of  Unlisted 

Material Subsidiary.

The management of  the unlisted subsidiary shall periodically bring to the notice of  the 

board of  directors of  the listed entity, a statement of  all significant transactions and 

arrangements entered into by the unlisted subsidiary

A listed entity shall not dispose of  shares in its material subsidiary resulting in reduction of  

its shareholding (either on its own or together with other subsidiaries) to less than fifty 

percent or cease the exercise of  control over the subsidiary without passing a special 

resolution in its General Meeting except in cases where such divestment is made under a 

scheme of  arrangement duly approved by a Court/Tribunal.

Selling, disposing and leasing of  assets amounting to more than twenty percent of  the assets 

of  the material subsidiary on an aggregate basis during a financial year shall require prior 

approval of  shareholders by way of  special resolution, unless the sale/disposal/lease is made 

under a scheme of  arrangement duly approved by a Court/Tribunal.



- Compliance calendar -QUARTERLY COMPLIANCE
Regulation reference Timeline Quarterly compliance MODE OF FILING

Regulation 31 (1) (b)- Shareholding 

Pattern :

Within 21 days from the end of  the 

quarter

neaps- share holding pattern 

27(2)(a) – Corporate Governance 

Report 

Within 15 days from the end of  the 

quarter.
neaps>compliance>corporate governance 

Regulation 33 (3) (a) - Financial 

Results alongwith Limited review 

report /Auditor’s report  

Within 45 days from the end of  the 

quarter
neaps>compliance>quick results

Reconciliation of  share capital audit 

report 

Within 30 days from the end of  the 

quarter

neaps>compliance>reconciliation of  

share capital audit report

Regulation 13 (3) - Statement of  

Grievance Redressal Mechanism

Within 21 days from the end of  the 

quarter

neaps>compliance>reg.13-investor 

grievance

Regulation 32 (1) - Statement of  

deviation(s) or variation(s).



Regulation reference Half  yearly compliance Platform 

7 (3) - Share Transfer Agent Within 1 month of  end of  

each half  of  the financial 

year

NEAPS>COMPLIANCE>

REG.7(3) AND REG.40(10)

Regulation 40 (10) -

Transfer or transmission or 

transposition of  securities

Within 1 month of  end of  

each half  of  the financial 

year

NEAPS>COMPLIANCE>

REG.7(3) AND REG.40(10)

Regulation 33 -

a statement of  assets and 

liabilities as at the end of  

the half-year & statement 

of  cash flows for the half-

year 

Along with the financial 

results 

Also details of  the related 

party transactions in the  

form prescribed within 30 

days 



Regulation 14 - Fees and 

other charges to be paid to 

the recognized stock 

exchange(s)

Annual Compliance 30th April 

Regulation 24A - Secretarial 

Compliance Report

Within 60 days of  the close 

of  the FY 

Regulation 33 (3) (d) -

Financial Results alongwith

Auditor’s Report:

Within 60 days of  the close 

of  the FY 

Regu 33(3)(e ) ??

Regulation 34 (1) - Annual 

Report

not later than the day of  

commencement of  dispatch 

to its shareholders 



Event based compliance 

Regulation 7(5) – Intimation of  appointment of  Share 

Transfer Agent

Within 7 days 

Regulation 29 (2) (b) to (f) - Prior intimation of  Board 

meeting for Buyback, Dividend, Raising of  Funds, Voluntary 

Delisting etc

Atleast two working days in 

advance, excluding the date of  

the intimation and date of  the 

meeting

Regulation 29 (2) (a) - Prior intimation of  Board meeting for 

Financial Results

Atleast five days in 

advance (excluding the 

date of  the intimation and 

date of  the meeting)

Regulation 29(3) –Prior intimation of

Board Meeting for alteration in nature of  securities etc.

Atleast eleven working 

days in advance



Regulation 30 (6) – Disclosure of  events or 

information

Disclose to stock exchange(s) of  all events, 

as specified in Part A of  Schedule III, or 

information as soon as reasonably possible 

and not later than twenty four hours from 

the occurrence of  event or information

Regulation 30 (6) – Disclosure of  events or 

information

Disclosure with respect to events specified 

in sub-para 4 of  Para A of  Part A of  

Schedule III shall be made within thirty 

minutes of  the conclusion of  the board 

meeting

Regulation 31(1)(a) – Shareholding Pattern 

prior to listing of  securities

One day prior to listing of  securities

Regulation 31(1)(c) – Shareholding Pattern 

in case of  capital restructuring

Within 10 days of  any change in capital +/-

2%

Regulation 37(2) – Draft Scheme of  

arrangement

Obtain observation letter or No-objection 

letter from the stock exchange(s) before 

filing the scheme with any court or tribunal



Regulation 39(3) - Loss of  share certificates and 

and issue of  the duplicate certificates

Within two days of  getting information

Regulation 44(3) - Voting Results Within 48 hours of  conclusion of  General Meeting

Regulation 45(3) – Change in name Prior approval from Stock Exchange before filing application 

with Registrar of  Companies

Regulation 46 - Website The listed entity shall maintain a functional website 

containing the basic information about the listed entity

Regulation 42 (2) - Record Date for dividend, 

bonus, rights etc.,

notice in advance of  atleast seven working days (excluding 

the date of  intimation and the record date) to stock 

exchange(s) of  record date specifying the purpose of  the 

record date

Regulation 42 (3) - Record Date The listed entity shall recommend or declare all dividend 

and/or cash bonuses at least five working days (excluding the 

date of  intimation and the record date) before the record 

date fixed for the purpose.

Regulation 42 (5) - Book Closure For securities held in physical form- may not arise 



Particulars Board

Audit 

Committee

Nominatio

n & 

Remunerat

ion 

Committee

Stakeholder 

Relationshi

p 

Committee

Risk 

Manageme

nt

Applicability
All Listed 

Entities

All Listed 

Entities

All Listed 

Entities

All Listed 

Entities

Top 500 

Listed 

Entities

Min. No. Of 

Members
Atleast 3 Atleast 3 Atleast 3 Atleast 3 Atleast 3

Kind of Directors 

(Executive (E) / 

Non-Executive) 

(NE)

Both [E & NE] Both [ E & NE] Only NE
Both [E& 

NE]

Both [E & 

NE]

No. of 

Independent 

Directors 

Required

If C.P. is executive or 

non-executive but 

related to promoter 

then atleast 50% of 

Members shall be 

Independent 

otherwise atleast

1/3rd of Directors shall 

be Independent.



Chairperson

C.P. may be 

Independent 

and may not be 

Independent

C.P. Shall be 

Independent.

C.P. Shall be 

Independent 

and also that 

C.P. of 

Company 

shall not 

chair the 

Committee.

C.P. Shall be 

a non-

executive 

director and 

may or may 

not be 

Independent 

Director.

C.P. shall be a 

member of the 

board of 

directors and 

senior 

executives of 

the listed 

entity may be 

members of 

the committee

Presence at AGM

All directors 

shall be present 

at AGM, if any 

Director is 

absent the 

Chairman shall 

explain the 

absence of 

directors.

C.P. of ACM 

shall be present 

at AGM.

C.P. may be 

present at 

AGM

CP to be 

present.

No Such 

criteria or 

essential 

condition.

Particulars Board

Audit 

Committee

Nominatio

n & 

Remunerat

ion 

Committee

Stakeholder 

Relationshi

p 

Committee

Risk 

Manageme

nt



Changes made in Board & committee 

regulations by the Kotak committee 

• Atleast one woman ind. Director 

• Not less than 6 directors 

• Beyond 75 Appointment/continuation  by special resolution  and 
Explanatory statement to give reasons for such appointment 

• Chair person to be non executive and Not to be related to MD or CEO

• one-third of  its total strength or three directors, whichever is higher, 
including at least one independent director



The board of  directors shall recommend all fees or compensation, if  any, paid to 

non-executive directors, including independent directors and shall require 

approval of  shareholders in general meeting

The approval of  shareholders by special resolution shall be obtained every year, in which 

the annual remuneration payable to a single non-executive director exceeds fifty per cent 

of  the total annual remuneration payable to all non-executive directors, giving details of  

the remuneration thereof

EDs who are promoters or belong to Promoters’ group 

Annual Remuneration > Higher of   Rs 5 Crs or 2.5% of  the profits computed under Sec 

198 or 

More than one such Director Total remuneration > 5% of  the profits computed under 

Sec 198 =

Approval of  Share holders by special resolution

Resolution valid only till the expiry of  the term 



RPTs -

• Under the Companies act 

• Under LODR 



FAQ on RPTs

1- Who is a related party? 

Regulation 2(1)(zb) of  LR defines the term ‘Related party’ to mean related party under 

the Companies Act, 2013 or under the applicable Accounting Standards. If  the condition 

is met under either of  the two, then such party should be classified as a related party. 

Hence 2(76) of  the act and the applicable accounting standards will have to be examined .

2. What is RPT ? 

Related party transaction means transfer of  resources, services or obligations between a 

listed entity and a related party, regardless of  whether a price is charged. 

What does regulation 23 say regarding RPT policy ?

Board to approve policy

To include threshold limits 

To be reviewed by the board every three years 

What is material RPT? 

A transaction with a related party shall be considered material if  the transaction(s) to be 

entered into individually or taken together with previous transactions during a financial 

year, exceeds ten percent of  the annual consolidated turnover of  the listed entity as per 

the last audited financial statements of  the listed entity 



Changes with reference to material RPT post Kotak committee? 

Payments made to a related party with respect to brand usage or royalty shall be considered material if  

the transaction(s) to be entered into individually or taken together with previous transactions during a 

financial year, exceed two percent of  the annual consolidated turnover of  the listed entity as per the 

last audited financial statements of  the listed entity .

What approvals are needed for RPTs.?

All related party transactions shall require prior approval of  the audit committee. 

All material related party transactions shall require approval of  the shareholders through resolution . 

Can the approvals be taken by circular resolution ?

There is no restriction either under the Companies act or LODR. 

What are the ingredients of  prior approval ?

23(2)

23(3) 

23(3) proviso 



Who can vote on RPTs in the General meeting ? 

No related party shall vote to approve] such resolutions whether the entity is a related party to 

the particular transaction or not .

Change made through Kotak committee? 

transaction involving payments made to a related party with respect to brand usage or royalty 

shall be considered material if  the transaction(s) to be entered into individually or taken 

together with previous transactions during a financial year, exceed two percent of  the annual 

consolidated turnover of  the listed entity as per the last audited financial statements of  the 

listed entity 

Any exemption from applicability of  Clause 23?

Requirement of  approval of  the audit committee and the share holders shall not be applicable 

to 

(a) transactions entered into between two government companies; 

(b) transactions entered into between a holding company and its wholly owned subsidiary 

whose accounts are consolidated with such holding company and placed before the 

shareholders at the general meeting for approval . 



Records to be seen 

• Previous year’s audit report including corp governance report , MDA , BS, Directors’ report 

• AGM minutes , notice for the previous years 

• Board agenda & minutes

• Audit committee meeting minutes & agenda 

• Complete website to see compliance with Regu 46

• All the disclosures made in the SE

• Atleast a test check of  the RTA functioning be it a transfer/transmission etc

• Scrutiny of  all the policies 



Detailed examination of  RPTs

Check whether RPTs are frozen

Especially with Ind AS , finalising  the list of  related parties is crucial some e.g post retirement 

entities, parties having significant influence - Significant influence is the power to 

participate in the financial and operating policy

decisions of  the investee but is not control or joint control of  those policies.

The impact of  Ind AS 

The entity and the reporting entity are members of  the same group (which means that 

each parent, subsidiary and fellow subsidiary is related to the others).

1. For Parent’s separate financial statements, Subsidiaries A, B and C and Associates 1, 2 and 3 

are related parties. 

2. For Subsidiary A’s financial statements, Parent, Subsidiaries B and C and Associates 1, 2 and 3 

are related parties. For Subsidiary B’s separate financial statements, Parent, Subsidiaries A and C 

and Associates 1, 2 and 3 are related parties. 3.  For Subsidiary C’s financial statements, Parent, 

Subsidiaries A and B and Associates 1, 2 and 3 are related parties. 

For the financial statements of  Associates 1, 2 and 3, Parent and Subsidiaries A, B and C are 

related parties. Associates 1, 2 and 3 are not related to each other. 





Regu 46 website

• The listed entity shall maintain a functional website containing the basic 

information about the listed entity. 

• under a separate section

• The listed entity shall ensure that the contents of  the website are correct.  

The listed entity shall update any change in the content of  its website within 

two working days from the date of  such change in content. 

• All the advertisements 



SAST – limited info 

• 30(1) Every person, who together with persons acting in concert with him, holds shares or 
voting rights entitling him to exercise twenty-five per cent or more of  the voting rights in a 
target company, shall disclose their aggregate shareholding and voting rights as of  
the thirty-first day of  March, in such target company in such form as may be specified.

• 30 (2) The promoter of  every target company shall together with persons acting in concert 
with him, disclose their aggregate shareholding and voting rights as of  the thirty-first day 
of  March, in such target company in such form as may be specified.

• The disclosures required under sub-regulation (1) and sub-regulation (2) shall be 
made within seven working days from the end of  each financial year to;

• every stock exchange where the shares of  the target company are listed; and

• the target company at its registered office.



Disclosure of  acquisition &disposal

• 29(1) Any acquirer who acquires shares or voting rights in a target company which taken together with shares 
or voting rights, if  any, held by him and by persons acting in concert with him in such target company, 
aggregating to five per cent or more of  the shares of  such target company, shall disclose their aggregate 
shareholding and voting rights in such target company in such form as may be specified.

• 29(2)Any acquirer, who together with persons acting in concert with him, holds shares or voting rights 
entitling them to five per cent or more of  the shares or voting rights in a target company, shall disclose every 
acquisition or disposal of  shares of  such target company representing two per cent or more of  the shares or 
voting rights in such target company in such form as may be specified.

• 29(3)The disclosures required under sub-regulation (1) and sub-regulation (2) shall be made within two 
working days of  the receipt of  intimation of  allotment of  shares, or the acquisition of  shares or voting 
rights in the target company to,—

• every stock exchange where the shares of  the target company are listed; and

• the target company at its registered office.



Disclosure of  encumbered shares.

• 31(1) The promoter of  every target company shall disclose details of  shares in such target 
company encumbered by him or by persons acting in concert with him in such form as may 
be specified.

• 31(2) The promoter of  every target company shall disclose details of  any invocation of  such 
encumbrance or release of  such encumbrance of  shares in such form as may be specified.

• 31(3)The disclosures required under sub-regulation (1) and sub-regulation (2) shall be 
made within seven working days from the creation or invocation or release of  
encumbrance, as the case may be to,—

• every stock exchange where the shares of  the target company are listed; and

• the target company at its registered office.



THANK YOU FOR THE PATIENCE 


